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When discussing trends in the U.S. Treasury securities market (UST), we often receive inquiries regarding foreign
ownership. With that in mind, we thought it would be useful to provide an update on where things stood as calendar
year 2016 got under way. Each month, the Treasury Department releases statistics on this front, but it should be noted
that the actual data is provided with a one-month lag. Thus, the latest report, which was released on March 15,
represented January 2016 data. The report itself is called Treasury International Capital Data—or “TIC,” as it is widely
known in ﬁxed income trading circles—and includes the ﬁgures for “Major Foreign Holders of Treasury Securities.”
Before we go into the latest results, there is an important caveat. While the foreign holdings data does offer some useful
insights, it is not without its ﬂaws. Perhaps one of the more notable imperfections involves the safekeeping, or place of
custody where the securities are held. The Treasury Department actually provides an example: if a German investor buys
a U.S. security and places it in the custody of a Swiss bank, the holding is recorded for Switzerland, not Germany.
According to the Treasury, this “custodial bias” leads to large holdings “in major ﬁnancial centers, such as Belgium, the
Caribbean banking centers, Luxembourg, Switzerland and the United Kingdom.” Total foreign holdings of Treasuries
began the year on a solid upward trajectory and have now risen $135 billion since October. Despite this most recent
performance, on a year-over-year basis, total holdings are actually down $35.6 billion, and prior to the aforementioned
three-month period, the pattern had been more seesaw in nature. Needless to say, China tends to receive the lion’s share
of the headlines, and rightfully so, as its UST holdings make up 20% of the total foreign tally, or $1.24 trillion. Since last
January, China’s total changed little, but the trend since August (when the yuan was devalued) has deﬁnitely been
downward. To provide perspective, during this ﬁve-month timeframe, China’s UST holdings dropped $32.6 billion, with
$26.6 billion coming off the books since November. Belgium has witnessed the largest decline over the last year,
plunging $217 billion. This development is of potential interest, because it is believed that China executes trades with
Treasuries that are held in custody in Belgium. Taken together, it becomes apparent that China was using the dollar
proceeds to counter the downward pressure its own currency had been experiencing. Some other notable developments
have come from Japan, at 18% the second largest foreign holder of Treasuries, where holdings have plummeted $115
billion over the last year. On the positive side of the ledger, Caribbean banking centers were up more than $77 billion,
while Switzerland, Luxembourg, Russia and the U.K. saw increases of $31.9 billion, $24.1 billion, $14.7 billion and $14.1
billion, respectively. Conclusion What does all this mean for the broader UST market? Given the movement in UST yields
at the beginning of the year, the answer seems pretty straightforward. Despite reported Chinese liquidations, other
factors more than eclipse the “China” effect. From their post-Fed peaks in late December, the UST two-year yield has
dropped more than 20 basis points (bps) while the ﬁve-year and ten-year yields are down over 40 bps each. The bottom
line is that UST market trends in the months ahead will be predicated on the factors investors have witnessed to date: the
U.S./global economic backdrop, Fed policy considerations, favorable sovereign rate differentials and any potential safehaven demand stemming from a negative headline event. Unless otherwise noted, source for data is U.S. Treasury
Department, as of March 15, 2016.
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Foreign investing involves special risks, such as risk of loss from currency fluctuation or political or economic uncertainty.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION
U.S. investors only: Click here to obtain a WisdomTree ETF prospectus which contains investment objectives,
risks, charges, expenses, and other information; read and consider carefully before investing.
There are risks involved with investing, including possible loss of principal. Foreign investing involves currency, political
and economic risk. Funds focusing on a single country, sector and/or funds that emphasize investments in smaller
companies may experience greater price volatility. Investments in emerging markets, currency, ﬁxed income and
alternative investments include additional risks. Please see prospectus for discussion of risks.
Past performance is not indicative of future results. This material contains the opinions of the author, which are subject to
change, and should not to be considered or interpreted as a recommendation to participate in any particular trading
strategy, or deemed to be an offer or sale of any investment product and it should not be relied on as such. There is no
guarantee that any strategies discussed will work under all market conditions. This material represents an assessment of
the market environment at a speciﬁc time and is not intended to be a forecast of future events or a guarantee of future
results. This material should not be relied upon as research or investment advice regarding any security in particular. The
user of this information assumes the entire risk of any use made of the information provided herein. Neither WisdomTree
nor its affiliates, nor Foreside Fund Services, LLC, or its affiliates provide tax or legal advice. Investors seeking tax or legal
advice should consult their tax or legal advisor. Unless expressly stated otherwise the opinions, interpretations or ﬁndings
expressed herein do not necessarily represent the views of WisdomTree or any of its affiliates.
The MSCI information may only be used for your internal use, may not be reproduced or re-disseminated in any form and
may not be used as a basis for or component of any ﬁnancial instruments or products or indexes. None of the MSCI
information is intended to constitute investment advice or a recommendation to make (or refrain from making) any kind
of investment decision and may not be relied on as such. Historical data and analysis should not be taken as an
indication or guarantee of any future performance analysis, forecast or prediction. The MSCI information is provided on
an “as is” basis and the user of this information assumes the entire risk of any use made of this information. MSCI, each of
its afﬁliates and each entity involved in compiling, computing or creating any MSCI information (collectively, the “MSCI
Parties”) expressly disclaims all warranties. With respect to this information, in no event shall any MSCI Party have any
liability for any direct, indirect, special, incidental, punitive, consequential (including loss proﬁts) or any other damages (
www.msci.com)
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DEFINITIONS
Treasury : Debt obligation issued by the U.S. government with payments of principal and interest backed by the full faith
and credit of the U.S. government.
Yield : The income return on an investment. Refers to the interest or dividends received from a security that is typically
expressed annually as a percentage of the market or face value.
Federal Reserve : The Federal Reserve System is the central banking system of the United States.
Basis point : 1/100th of 1 percent.
Sovereign Bond Yield : the interest rate paid on a government (sovereign) bond.
Safe-haven : Characterized by being a potentially desirable focal point of investment ﬂows during periods of increased
volatility and market risk. Safe-haven is not synonymous with risk-free.
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